Speed and Simplicity for Incremental Sequence Computation
How do we make Incremental Computation easier to use?
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Arrays require far fewer
memory accesses than
linked lists. Using arrays
prevents pauses in
computation. In incremental
computation, reads have to
check whether the data has
changed or if it’s in the
memo table, requiring more
time.
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There were 106 elements and most tests updated in under 1ms.

by Kyle Headley

Crossover:~1.2

More info at kyleheadley.github.io
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Many incremental
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a lot of overhead.
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“Rust is a systems programming language that runs blazingly
fast, prevents segfaults, and guarantees thread safety.”
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Dependency graphs are important for general purpose incremental
computation. Nodes in the graph store code. When changing an
input node, all dependents are marked as needing re-computation.
In this way, dependency graphs can abstract some of the
incremental code management away from the user.
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collections
fn max(l: Giraz) -> Num {
namespace("calc_max",||{
l.fold_lr(|a,b|{
bin_max(a,b)
})
})
}
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Memo group

Incremental computation requires a
lot of memory management.
References and garbage collectors
in some languages can get in the
way. The best choice is a systems
language like rust that does not
have a garbage collector.
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library
fn max(ml: MemoList) -> Num {
let l = read(ml);
let (a,b) = match split(l) {
None => l.pop(),
Some((a,b)) => {
bin_max(
memo(max(write(a))),
memo(max(write(b)))
)
}
}
}
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mtable = new Memo;
fn max(l: List) -> Num {
fn memo(l) -> Num {
let ma = match mtable.get(a){
Some(a) => a,
None => {
let ma = max(l);
mtable.put(a,ma);
ma
}
}
let (a,b) = match split(l) {
None => l.pop(),
Some((a,b)) => {
bin_max(memo(a),memo(b))
}
}
}
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How will it compete with the speed of native code?
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